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. __All the Land of Naphtali: The Twenty-Fourth Archaeological Convention, October 1966__. Israel Exploration Society. 1967. Hardcover with dust jacket. 320pp. VG/G. Text in Hebrew. $22 [178132]

. __American Schools of Oriental Research : Jerusalem and Bagdad, Newsletter 1964 to 1973__. A.S.O.R. . Hardcover, no dust jacket.. pp. Ex-library. Library binding. Bound in two volumes. NEWSLETTERS ARE NOT BOUND IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER. These newsletters were ciculated among the members of the American Schools of Oriental Research and were to be treated as confidential. They consist largely of personal reports of happenings and updates on projects and personnel. $44.5 [KVS347]

. __American Schools of Oriental Research : Jerusalem and Bagdad, Archaeological Newsletter 1952-53. #1 missing__. . . Hardcover, no dust jacket.. pp. Ex-library. Library binding. These newsletters were culated among the members of the American Schools of Oriental Research and were to be treated as confidential. They consist largely of personal reports of happenings and updates on projects and personnel. $24.5 [KVS346]

American Schools of Oriental Research: Jerusalem and Bagdad, Archaeological Newsletter 1950-51 #6 is missing. Contains two letters from the Bagdad School. 1951-52 #1-9. Hardcover, no dust jacket. pp. Ex-library. Library binding. These newsletters were circulated among the members of the American Schools of Oriental Research and were to be treated as confidential. They consist largely of personal reports of happenings and updates on projects and personnel. $24.5 [KVS345]

American Schools of Oriental Research: Jerusalem and Bagdad, Archaeological Newsletter 1948-49 #1-7; 1949-50 #1-8. Hardcover, no dust jacket. pp. Ex-library. Library binding. These newsletters were circulated among the members of the American Schools of Oriental Research and were to be treated as confidential. They consist largely of personal reports of happenings and updates on projects and personnel. $24.5 [KVS344]


Archaeologia or Miscellaneous Tracts Relating to Antiquity (Vol. 72, 2nd Series vol. 22, 1921-1922) Published by the Society of Antiquaries of London_. Oxford, by Frederick Hall for the Society of Antiquaries. 1922. Hardcover, no dust jacket.. 290pp. Ex-library, bumped corners, slightly shaken. $7.67 [217902]


__Archaeologia or Miscellaneous Tracts Relating to Antiquity (Vol. 67: 2nd Series, Vol. XVII) Published by the Society of Antiquaries of London___. Oxford: Frederick Hall, for the Society of Antiquities. 1916. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 216pp. Lower corners bumped; some foxing; ex-library. Otherwise good. Folio, many plates & illustrations. $7.67 [KVS577T]


__Archaeologia or Miscellaneous Tracts Relating to Antiquity (Vol. 81, 2nd Series vol. 31, 1931) Published by the Society of Antiquaries of London___. Oxford, by Frederick Hall for the Society of Antiquaries. 1931. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 124pp. Ex-library, dampwarped cloth, else sound. $7.67 [217903]
Archaeologia or Miscellaneous Tracts Relating to Antiquity (Vol. 56: 2nd Series, Vol. VI, Pt. 1) Published by the Society of Antiquaries of London. Oxford: Frederick Hall, for the Society of Antiquities. 1898. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 222 pp. Cover sunned along extremities; corners slightly bumped, foxing throughout; ex-library. Otherwise good. Folio, many plates & illustrations. $7.67 [KVS570]


Archaeologia or Miscellaneous Tracts Relating to Antiquity (Vol. 60.1: 2nd Series, Vol. X Pt.1) Published by the Society of Antiquaries of London. Oxford: Frederick Hall, for the Society of Antiquities. 1906. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 324 pp. Upper corners bumped; foxing; ex-library. Folio, many plates & illustrations. $7.67 [KVS574]


. _Climbing the Steps of Time: A Festival of Biblical Art and Archaeology (Exhibit presented as a memorial tribute to Mr. C.M. (Nick) Newman of Omaha, Nebraska, whose humanitarian motives and humanistic interests reflected a sincere respect for both ancient and modern traditions in Israel and the lands of the Bible)_. Commercial Lithographing Company, Omaha. n.d.. Pamphlet. 72pp. Very good; stapled booklet. $2.5 [304742]

. _Collection of Papyri, Greek and Coptic, from the Second Century B.C. to the Eighth Century A.D. [Acta Classica 60]_. Adolf M. Hakkert, Publisher, Amsterdam. 1967. Paperback. 55, xvipp. Good; ex-library. $27 [363718]

. _Corinthian Pottery (6 pages of color plates enclosed within a folder)_. American School of Classical Studies at Athens. 1964. Paperback. pp. Plates in very good condition, folder is torn, but good otherwise. Six pages of color plates, illustrating typical examples of the shapes and decoration of the pottery made in Corinth in the archaic period of Greek history. Reproduced from the original water colors by Piet de Jong. $3.5 [306945]


. _Eretz-Israel, vol. 5: Dedicated to Professor Benjamin Mazar on His Fiftieth Birthday_. Israel Exploration Society. 1958. Hardcover with dust jacket. 259, 97pp. Sunned cover, worn and torn dust jacket. $27 [381843]


. _Finds from the Archaeological Excavations near the Temple Mount_. Israel Exploration Society. n.d. Paperback. 60pp. Good, slightly stained pages. $3 [269451]


. __Investigations in the Shephelah, Israel: Excavations at Tel Beth-Shemesh__. Bar-Ilan University. n.d.. Pamphlet. 7pp. Very good. Large, stapled booklet. $5 [331284]

. __Jerusalem through the Ages: The 25th Archaeological Convention__. Israel Exploration Society. 1968. Hardcover with dust jacket. 264pp. VG/VG. Text primarily in Hebrew. Includes a number of black and white plates. $47 [151579]

. __Judean Desert Caves, Survey and Excavations, 1960__. Israel Expedition Society. n.d. Hardcover with dust jacket. 72, 24pp. Bowed boards, very musty. $3.67 [197937]


. __Nora: Recenti Studi e Scoperte [Comune di Pula Soprintendenza Archeologica per le Province di Cagliari e Oristano]__. Amministrazione Comunale di Pula. 1985. Paperback. 90, 19, 10pp. Very good. $6.5 [267826]


. __Palestine Exploration Fund, Quarterly Statement for 1885-1886__. London: Publisher not indicated. 1886. Half leather. pp. Ex-library, foxing. Blue half-leather, with marbled boards. $8.5 [346929]


_Palestine Exploration Fund, Quarterly Statement for 1897_. London: Published at the Fund’s Office. 1897. Half leather. pp. Ex-library, light foxing. Blue half-leather, with raised band and marbled boards. $8.5 [347305]


_Palestine Exploration Fund, Quarterly Statement for 1900_. London: Published at the Fund’s Office. 1900. Half leather. pp. Ex-library, light foxing. Blue half-leather, with raised band and marbled boards. $8.5 [347311]


. _Palestine Exploration Fund, Quarterly Statement for 1903_. London: Published at the Fund’s Office. 1903. Half leather. pp. Ex-library, light foxing, spine slightly scuffed. Blue half-leather, with raised band and marbled boards. $8.5 [347287]

. _Palestine Museum, Jerusalem Bulletin No. 3, Selected Types of Bronze Age Pottery_. Dept. of Antiquities for Palestine. 1926. Paperback. IXpp. Wrappers detached but present, foxing. 9 plates. $7.5 [250474]


. _Scrolls from the Wilderness of the Dead Sea_. A catalogue of the exhibition, The Dead Sea Scrolls of Jordan, arranged by the Smithsonian Institution in cooperation with the Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and the Palestine Archaeological Museum_. American Schools of Oriental Research, University of California. 1965. Pamphlet. 32pp. Good, stapled booklet, with chipped wrappers. From the library of Geoffrey Wainwright. $2.5 [350064]

. _Scrolls from the Wilderness of the Dead Sea_. A catalogue of the exhibition, The Dead Sea Scrolls of Jordan, arranged by the Smithsonian Institution in cooperation with the Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and the Palestine Archaeological Museum_. American Schools of Oriental Research, University of California. 1965. Pamphlet. 32pp. Good, stapled booklet, with chipped wrappers. From the library of Geoffrey Wainwright. $5 [381421]


. __Studia Biblica (vols. 1-4 only) Essays in Biblical Archaeology and Criticism and Kindred Subjects__. Oxford. 1896. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 263, 324, 325, 324pp. Yelllowed pages, slightly musty. Work is complete in 5 vols- we have vol. 1-4 only. $32 [211533]


. __The Levant: History and Archaeology in the Eastern Mediterranean__. Könemann. 2000. Hardcover with dust jacket. 319pp. As New. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $15 [U29355]


. __Treasures of Tutankhamun__. Thames & Hudson. 1972. Paperback. pp. Good; Bent corners, and slight foxing. $5 [380879]

. __Treasures of Tutankhamun, National Gallery of Art, etc__. Metropolitan Museum of Art. 1976. Paperback. 174pp. Good; back wrapper creased. $5 [369967]


Acquaro, Enrico; Sabatino Moscati, and Maria Luisa Uberti. __Anecdota Tharrhica__. Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche. 1975. Paperback. 133, lipp. Good; upper edges uncut, corners slightly bumped. $27 [383030]


Adams, J. McKee, Joseph A. Callaway, Rev. _Biblical Backgrounds_. Broadman and Holman. 1965. Hardcover with dust jacket. 231pp. VG/VG. Owner’s name to FFEP. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5 [U17022]

Adams, J. McKee, Joseph A. Callaway, Rev. _Biblical Backgrounds_. Broadman and Holman. 1965. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 231pp. Moderate highlighting and underlining, else sound. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5 [U25157]


Aistleitner, J.. __Mythologischen und Kultischen Texte aus Ras Schamra [Bibliotheca Orientalis Hungarica VIII]__. Akademiai Kiada Budapest. 1959. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 113pp. Pages dampwarped along lower edges; some pages had adhered together along same edges and the surface of the paper sustained light to moderate damage when pages were separated (no text lost, no tears). $32 [262038]


Albright, William Foxwell. __Biblical Period (Reprinted by permission from 'The Jews: Their History, Culture & Religion' edited by Louis Finkelstein)__. Presbyterian Board of Colportage of Western Pennsylvania. 1950. Paperback. 65pp. Stapled booklet. Pencil underlining, worn wrappers, previous owner's name on front wrapper. $2.5 [A321361]


Albright, William Foxwell. __From the Stone Age to Christianity: Monotheism and the Historical Process__. Johns Hopkins Press. 1946. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 367pp. Shaken with a cocked spine. Hinges are weak. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. Corners are curling and scuffed. Some fraying at corners. Board edge are bumped. Spine edges are worn and curling. $5 [439143]


Albright, William Foxwell. __History, Archaeology, and Christian Humanism__. McGraw-Hill Book Company. 1964. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 342pp. Good condition. Light edgewear, else good. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $2.5 [NW1736]


Albright, William Foxwell. __The Biblical Period From Abraham to Ezra__. Harper & Row Publishers. 1963. 10pp. Used book. Poor condition. Binding is broken. Highlighting throughout the book. Cover is slightly worn. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $2.5 [NW1738]


Allegro, John. _The Mystery of the Dead Sea Scrolls Revealed_. Gramercy. 1981. Hardcover with dust jacket. 210pp. VG/VG. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $2.5 [U11065]


Amadasi, Maria Giulia Guzzo. _Le Iscrizioni Fenicie e Puniche Delle Colonie in Occidente [Studi Semitici 28]_. Istituto di Studi del Vicino Oriente. 1967. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 209, lxviipp. Good; slightly bowed and yellowed boards. $47 [373606]


Arndt, William F.. _From the Nile to the Waters of Damascus_. Concordia. 1949. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 143pp. Ex-library, foxing. $2.5 [352081]


Auld, Graeme and Margreet Steiner. _Jerusalem I: From the Bronze Age to the Maccabees [Cities of the Biblical World]_ Lutterworth Press. 1996. Paperback. 100pp. Very good. $5 [416071]


Avi-Yonah, Michael. __Introducing Archaeology [Cassell’s Introducing Archaeology, Book 1]__. Cassell. 1973. Hardcover with dust jacket. 95pp. VG/VG $2.5 [327800]


Avi-Yonah, Michael and Ephram Sterns, Eds. __Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land, 2 Vols. (In Hebrew)___. Israel Exploration Society & Massada, Ltd.. N.D. Hardcover with dust jacket. 627pp. G/G. Dust jackets are chipped and edge worn. Edges and corners are curling and worn. Some pieces are missing from edges. $42 [438839]


Avigad, Nahman. __The Upper City of Jerusalem__. Publisher details in Hebrew. 1980. Hardcover with dust jacket. 265pp. VG/VG, Hebrew text. $22 [371032]


   $22 [275893]

   $27 [317129]

   $22 [317783]

   $22 [325915]


Aviram, Josef; Benjamin Mazar, Frank Moore Cross, Jr., Michael Avi-Yonah, Vinzenzo Tusa, Yigael Yadin, Yohanan Aharoni, Moshe Dothan, Avraham Malamat, Menahem Naor, Yehoshua Levinson, David Ayalon, Joshua Prawer, Yosef Braslavi, Mordechai Gihon. _Western Galilee and the Coast of Galilee: The Nineteenth Archaeological Convention, October 1963 (Text in Hebrew)_. Israel Exploration Society. 1965. Hardcover with dust jacket. 236pp. Slight markings in text, else VG/G $42 [199324]


Bamm, Peter.  _Early Sites of Christianity_.  Pantheon.  1957.  Hardcover, no dust jacket.  256pp.  Good; ex-library.  No dust jacket.  $5  [A372956]


Baran, Musa.  _Ephesus and Its Surroundings: 140 Colored Photos_.  Molay Matbaacilik.  n.d.  Paperback.  80pp.  Wrappers rubbed and loose, some penciling.  $2.5  [331312]
Baran, Musa. _Tory Pergamon Sardes Izmir and Its Surroundings_. 125 Colored Photos_. Molay Matbaacilik. n.d. Paperback. 80pp. Good; creased wrappers, previous owner’s name on front wrapper. $2.5 [331314]

Bardtke, Hans. _Die Handschriftenfunde am Toten Meer: Die Sekte von Qumran_. Evangelische Haupt-Bibelgesellschaft. 1958. Hardcover with dust jacket. 337pp. G/G. Dust jacket is very edge worn and scuffed. Edges are torn and chipped. Boards underneath are worn and corners are curling. Good otherwise. $5 [438837]


Bardtke, Hans. _Handschriftenfunde in der Wüste Juda_. Evangelische Haupt. 1962. Hardcover, dust jacket. 115, 16 platespp. Dust jacket laminated to boards; slightly musty; else sound. $3.34 [192566]


Barton, George A. _Archaeology and the Bible (Seventh Edition; Revised)_._. American Sunday-School Union. 1949. Hardcover with dust jacket. 607pp. Used book. G/G. DJ is chipped and worn. Light highlighting throughout the book. Previous owner’s name written inside. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $2.5 [NW1741]


Bauer, Theo. _Akkadische Lesestücke_. Publisher details in Hebrew. n.d.. Paperback. 50pp. Very good. $9 [368703]


Bauer, Theo. _Akkadische Lesestücke (3 vols. in 1)_._. Pontificum Institutum Biblicum. 1953. Paperback. 104, 56, 50pp. As is. Stained wrappers, third volume’s wrappers are torn and repaired with green tape. $30 [317786]


Ben-Arieh, Yehoshua. __The Rediscovery of the Holy Land in the Nineteenth Century__. Magnes. 1979. Hardcover with dust jacket. 266pp. VG/G, slightly torn and creased dust jacket. $9 [381959]


Bergerhof, Kurt; Manfried Dietrich, Oswald Loretz, and Johannes C. de Moore (Hrsg.). __Ugarit-Forschungen: Internationales Jahrbuch für die Alteorientforschung Syrien-Palästinas, Band 1__. Verlag Butzon & Bercker Kevelaer. 1969. Hardcover with dust jacket. 256, iiipp. Slight foxing, slightly chipped dust jacket. $77 [371036]


Bermant, Chaim; Michael Weitzman. _Ebla: A Revelation in Archaeology_. Times. 1979. Hardcover with dust jacket. 244pp. VG/G. Slight chip in dust jacket, otherwise good. $5 [381103]


Bezold, Carl; Adele Bezold, Albrecht Götte. _Babylonisch-Assyrisches Glossar_. Carl Winter's Universitätsbuchhandlung. 1926. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 243pp. Rubbered cover, front board nearly split away, faded end papers. $10 [297192]


Black, Matthew. _The Scrolls and Christian Origins_. Scribners. 1961. Paperback. 206pp. Crease to rear wrapper, else good. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $3 [U16254]


Blaiklock, E.M. _Archaeology of the New Testament_. Zondervan. 1970. Hardcover with dust jacket. 192pp. VG/G. Owner’s name to FFEP, DJ edgeworn with personal spine label. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5 [U24530]

Blake, Everett C. and Anna G. Edmonds. _Biblical Sites in Turkey_. Reprint. n.d. Paperback. 184pp. Remainder copy of a limited reprint edition, in very good condition. $2.5 [354731]

Bliss, Frederick Jones. _A Mound of Many Cities or Tell El Hesy Excavated_. Macmillan. 1894. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 201pp. Good; ex-library. $12.2 [371115]


Boccaccio, Petrus; Guido Berardi. __Regula Unionis seu Manuale Discipline [1QS]
Transcriptio et Versio Latina cum Permissione The American Schools of Oriental
Research New Haven, III. Editio in Usum Scholarum, Appendix, Specimen
vocalisationis textus (Col. 1-4)__ Pontificium Seminarium Picenum. 1968.
Pamphlet. 35pp. Good, stapled booklet. In Hebrew and Latin. $3.5 [358722]

o no dust jacket.. 232pp. Very good; yellowed pages. $27 [263310]

Böhl, Franz M. Th. __Akkadian Chrestomathy, vol. I: Selected Cuneiform Texts__.
Foxing, torn wrappers, bumped corners. $32 [375282]

Böhl, Alexander und Pahor Labib. __Koptisch-Gnostische Schrift Ohne Titel aus
Codex II von Nag Hammadi im Koptischen Museum zu Alt-Kairo [Deutsche
Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin Institut für Orientforschung,
Chipped wrappers, slight ink marks, slightly yellowed pages. $47 [300786]

Bonnet, Hans. __Realexicon der Ägyptischen Religionsgeschichte__. Walter de
Gruyter. 1952. Hardcover, no dust jacket.. 883pp. Ex-library, rubbed cover,
bumped corners. $57 [347541]

Borger, Reikele. __Babylonisch-Assyrische Lesestücke, Heft 1: Elemente der
Grammatik und der Schrift Übungsbeispiele Glossat__. Pontificium Institutum
Slight ink marks. Else sound. Folio. $22 [361043]

Borger, Reikele; B. Spuler, ed.. __Einleitung in die Assyrischen Königsinschriften,
Erster Teil: Das Zweite Jahrtausend V. Chr. [Handbuch der Orientalistik,
yellowing, Edgeworn & faded wraps. $27 [262103]

Borger, Riekele. __Babylonisch-Assyrische Lesestücke (3 vols.)__. Roma:
wrappers.foxing. $22 [429659]

Borger, Riekele. __Babylonisch-Assyrische Lesestücke (Heft 1 & 2)__. Pontificum
Institutum Biblicum. 1963. Paperback. pp. Good; previous owner’s name on each
front wrapper Heft I & II only; lacks Heft III. Spine edges and corners bumped. $37
[357621]


Brancoli, Isabella; Antonia Ciasca, Giovanni Garbini, Bice Pugliese, Vincenzo Tusa, Aldina Tusa Cutroni. __Mozia- III. Rapporto preliminare della Missione archeologica della Soprintendenza alle Antichita della Sicilia Occidentale e dell'Università di Roma (Studi Semitici 24)__. Istituto die Studi del Vicino Oriente. 1967. Hardcover with dust jacket. 127, 57pp. Bumped corners, chipped dust jacket; else good. $52 [210654]


Breasted, J.H.  _Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt_.  Harper. 1959. Paperback. 379pp. A few pen markings, edgeworn, front wrapper creased. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $3  [U33963]


Breasted, James Henry ed. & trans.  _Ancient Records of Egypt, Volume 2: The Eighteenth Dynasty_.  Russell & Russell. 1962. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 428pp. Ex-lib, highlighting and pencil marginalia to a few pages, otherwise good. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $16  [U35013]


Bruce, F. F. __The Teacher of Righteousness in the Qumran Texts__. Tyndale. 1956. Paperback. 36pp. Very worn wrapper, and staple binding. Corners are curling, and wrapper is very scuffed and chipping. $5 [432468]


Bruce, F. F. __Second Thoughts on the Dead Sea Scrolls__. Paternoster. 1956. Hardcover with dust jacket. 144pp. G/VG. Slightly worn dust jacket, else good. $5 [383271]


Budge, E.A. Wallis. _Babylonian Life and History_. Revell. n.d. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 296pp. Slightly shaken, worn cover. $5 [397714]


Burrows, Millar. __Dead Sea Scrolls__. Viking. 1955. Hardcover with dust jacket. 435pp. Very Good, DJ chipped and torn. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $4 [U17251]

Burrows, Millar. __More Light on the Dead Sea Scrolls__. Viking. 1958. Hardcover with dust jacket. 434pp. G/G, slight underlining. *This item is at our store in Portland, Oregon. Please anticipate an additional week in delivery time. $2.5 [713016]

Burrows, Millar. __The Dead Sea Scrolls__. Viking. 1961. Hardcover with dust jacket. 435pp. Ink underlining, faded and chipped dust jacket. *This item is at our store in Portland, Oregon. Please anticipate an additional week in delivery time. $2.5 [713095]

Burrows, Millar. __What Mean These Stones? The Significance of Archaeology for Biblical Studies__. American Schools of Oriental Research. 1941. Paperback. 306pp. Underlining, corners bent. Student’s edition (a lithoprinted reproduction of the original edition) $2.5 [328143]


Caiger, Stephen L. _Archaeology and the New Testament_. Cassell. 1948. Hardcover with dust jacket. 194pp. Owner’s stamp on flyleaf, edgeworn, else very good text; dj as is, chipped, torn. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $3 [89178]


Canby, Jeanny Vorys; Edith Porada, Brunilde Sismondo Ridgway, and Tamara Stech eds. __Ancient Anatolia: Aspects of Change and Cultural Development__. Wisconsin. 1986. Hardcover with dust jacket. 120pp. VG/G, faded dust jacket. $22 [382304]


Ceram, C. W. _God's, Graves, and Scholars: The Story of Archaeology_. Alfred A. Knopf. 1959. Hardcover with dust jacket. 428pp. VG/VG. D] is slightly worn. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $2.5 [NW1745]


Ceram, C. W. _Secret of the Hittites: The Discovery of an Ancient Empire_. Alfred A. Knopf. 1956. Hardcover with dust jacket. 281, 10pp. G/G. Faded and chipped dust jacket. $2.5 [ZZ0377]

Ceram, C. W. _Secret of the Hittites: The Discovery of an Ancient Empire_. Knopf. 1956. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 281, 10pp. Very good. $2.5 [323114]

Ceram, C. W. _Secret of the Hittites: The Discovery of an Ancient Empire_. Alfred A. Knopf. 1956. Hardcover with dust jacket. 281pp. Slightly shaken, chipped and torn dust jacket. $2.5 [332414]


Charlesworth, James H. _Jesus Within Judaism: New Light from Exciting Archaeological Discoveries_. Anchor Doubleday. 1988. Hardcover with dust jacket. 265pp. VG/VG. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5 [U17138]

Charlesworth, James H. _Jesus Within Judaism: New Light from Exciting Archaeological Discoveries_. Anchor Doubleday. 1988. Hardcover with dust jacket. 265pp. Some pen underlining and highlighting, else sound. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5 [U32583]

Charlesworth, James H. _The Pesharim and Qumran History: Caos or Consensus_. Eerdmans. 2002. Paperback. 171pp. Some ink marking, otherwise sound. $5 [373678]


Charlesworth, James H. ed. _Jesus and the Dead Sea Scrolls_. Anchor Doubleday. 1992. Paperback. 370pp. Good. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5 [U32720]


Charlesworth, James; Nahum Cohen; Hannah Cotton; Esther Eshel; Hanan Eshel; Peter Flint; Haggar Misgav; Matthew Morgenstern; Katherine Murphy; Michael Segal; Ada Yardeni; Boaz Zissu; James Vanderkam and Monica Brady. _Discoveries in the Judean Desert, XXXVIII: Miscellaneous Texts From the Judean Desert_. Oxford - Clarendon Press. 2000. Hardcover with dust jacket. 250pp. Folio. VG/VG. Very good. $67 [R439030]


Chiera, Edward. _They Wrote on Clay_. University of Chicago Press. 1956. Paperback. 235pp. musty; yellowingThis item is at our store in Portland, Oregon. Please anticipate a possible extra week in delivery time. $5 [705034]


Clark, Grahame. __Archaeology and Society__. University Paperbacks. 1960. Paperback. 272pp. Pencil underlining, lower corners bent. $2.5 [323877]


Cline, Eric H. _Battles of Armageddon: Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley from the Bronze Age to the Nuclear Age_. Michigan. 2003. Hardcover with dust jacket. 239pp. VG/VG. $5 [416218]

Cobern, Camden M. _Recent Explorations in the Holy Land and Kadesh-Barnea: The 'Lost Oasis' of the Sinaitic Peninsula_. World’s Bible Conference. n.d.. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 126pp. Very good; previous owner's name stamp on front free end paper. $5 [310051]


Cook, J.M.  _The Persian Empire_.  Schocken.  1983.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  275pp.  NF/VG. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5  [U30627]

Cook, Stanley A.  _Religion of Ancient Palestine in the Light of Archaeology_.  British Academy.  1930.  Hardcover, no dust jacket.  252, xxxixpp.  Foxing, cloth at upper spine torn. $9.5  [296306]


Cooney, John D.  _Amarna Reliefs from Hermopolis in American Collections_.  Brooklyn Museum.  1965.  Hardcover, no dust jacket.  110pp.  Good; slightly faded cover. $12  [385067]


Cross, Frank Moore. __Ancient Library of Qumran and Modern Biblical Studies__. Doubleday. 1958. Hardcover with dust jacket. 196pp. VG/G small tear on back of dust jacket, edges somewhat grubby, some creased pages, else good. $2.5 [AVL0862]


Cross, Frank Moore Jr. _The Ancient Library of Qumran and Modern Biblical Studies_. Doubleday. 1958. Hardcover with dust jacket. 196pp. G/G. Front hinge cracked, DJ edgeworn. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $5 [U17160]


Cross, Frank Moore; David Noel Freedman, and James A. Sanders eds. __Scrolls from
Qumran Cave I: The Great Isaiah Scroll, The Order of the Community, The Pesher to
Habakkuk. From photographs by John C. Trever (includes color photos)__. Albright
Hardcover, no dust jacket. 163pp. Very good. $37 [315519]
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